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1 

Grow old along with me! 

The best is yet to be ..... 

Rabbi Ben Ezra 
Robert Browning (1864) 

Hmmmmmm!? 
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. A, E. V. 

In a budget paper 
spoke feelingly abo t 
given a shawl-collared 
patches on the elbo~s. 
perceived to be by 

ast anuary, brother Sam pogue 
e rtentous symbolism of being 

car ' gan s weater with leather 
ear h e was, or was 

only to sit, like a 
inglenook, besweatered , 
ear trumpet in his gr 
dog at his feet. s~ 
65 a year ago last 
from the University 

The thought o f 
that concentrates e 
such as we here a t -
least, too, because 
recover from drink ' 
celebratory gift of 
drenched dinner t ha 
dining room. As 

For several 
experiencing High 
yet. I certainly 
"senior citizen" ( d 
everyone else is a 
course, is a psych _ 
condition. So, I 
still in Late Midd 

rs , over the hill -- fit 
aracter , huddled in the 

afghan over his knees, 
faithful old toothless 

~irectly to me, for I was 
gorod , and I retired 

at ' as t January. 

s one of the concepts 
the least in a group 
th street. Not the 

e longer than usual to 
my share of the 

y r oom and the champagne
' n the Russian hotel 
ere tonight can testify. 

ght of myself as 
- don 't think I'm "old" 

p with being called a 
appellation mean that 
"?) . "Old", of 

as a physical, 
of myself as being 

e en early old age. 

Several y ears "ll iam Sullivan shared 
with us his vi ews 0 d . As I recall, he 
found it to be s - transition . I hope he 
convinced himse f ; e certa ' y didn 't convince me. 
Now, I ful ly apprec ' a e t e free time that Late Middle 
Age and ret i re e ' d I hope that I'm making 
the most and bes~ There are wonderful 
opportunit ies to wha t I have always liked to 
do: to pick up 0 d activit ' es (as soon as I get it 
tuned I' ll start paying the piano again), and to try 
new things (as soon as I get around to it, I plan to go 
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in in a modest way, for "good works"). The f<:>regoing 
illustrates an unanticipated dividend from retlrement: 
there are fewer deadlines and one no longer need feel 
guilty about putting things off (unless, of course, 
it's a Literary Club paper) . 

I had expected to deal with physical problems, so 
I'm going reasonably well, I think, in taking pretty 
much in stride a dental collapse, a cranky prostrate, 
reduced hearing, and uncertain eyesight. I'm also 
doing my best to talk myself into taking in stride the 
diminution of the allegros and the fortes, the 
alternate crescendos and diminuendos, and the insistent 
beat that Robert Allen wrote about so graphically a few 
months ago. So far, I think, I am coping. 

No, what really is getting in the way of my 
growing old gracefully along with brother Sullivan and 
Robert Browning's Ben Ezra is this: what I had always 
taken for granted as amounting to eternal verities have 
turned out to be no such things. It's not that I had 
expected a king of "freeze frame" in my surroundings 
when I turned 65 in Novgorod. After all, when I was 
young in the 1940s, 50s, and 60s and in Early and High 
Middle Age in the 1970s and 80s, the world around me 
certainly had not been static. 

Among the changes we all experienced were many 
good things, such as more air conditioning, velcro, 
Neil Armstrong's landing on the moon, and the like. 
Isn't it fine that almost every American now uses 
deodorant? But there were always other things one 
could count on. Indeed, you didn't even think about 
them. They were unconsciously assumed, just as air, or 
telephones, or lawn mowers have been assumed. Eternal 
verities. Unconsciously Assumed Eternal Verities: 
U. A. E. V. Following is a sampling, in no particular 
order, of some of my U. A. E. V.s which, in a very 
unsettling way, have lost their "Es." 

Have you bought a new extension cord or small 
appliance recently? Have you tried to plug it in? 
Today's plugs have one prong bigger than the other and 
will enter the socket in only one position. I suppose 
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it has something to y -- literature coming 
with my newest cord . g about being 
polarized (well, so • undsen and Byrd, so 
what?) -- but safet ~I~~~ · zation at what a price! 
Most sockets, of co aced unobtrusively near 
baseboards; frequent der and behind a 
heavy piece of furn " erting the plug 
entails kneeling or aps heavy lifting, and 
frequently a creative o r two , before the 
desired union can be t now , with the new 
polarized plug, after _ ' fted, knelt and 
strained, and risked so~ething, more often 
than not, go in . So, one must 
essay yet another , and certainly 
frustrating, contort: ~~~~~g paranoia, may I 
suggest that the safe ~:zed plug is a plot 
perpetrated by chir~_~~~~ an aging American 
public? 

I forebear c o emovable "child 
protectors" on t he f the chiropractor's 
polarized cord. T - e same fingernail-
breaking and vocab a:::~--c.::a":"':"e! ng class as the 
infamous child-proo= 
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Farmer read before this 
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on the subject of cars 
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r studebakers, now the 
, in the big, very 

=c::::::::;oo at, in most of the new 
y modest bank, the 

so excessively into the 
=r 'ves the driver's left 

p ace. The so-called 
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e driver is condemned 
"s foo t insecurely on 

e said wheel well. Or, 
azard, to bend both his 
"s foot under the brake 

e 0 Kansas City, or even 
e san "ty of the good old days, 



when all cars, not just the expensive ones, made 
provision for the fact that Americans possessed left, 
as well as right, legs and feet. I am not given to 
conspiracy theories, but is it possible that the 
chiropractors are in collusion with General Motors? 
Anyway, yet another unconsciously Assumed Eternal 
Verity has fallen. 

You can't trust scientists any more. Where once 
they gave us the Enigma code-breakers at Bletchley 
Park, and jet engines, and Dr. Sabin, now we have the 
disaster of Alar, the fantasy of global warming, and 
the pipe dream of the expanding ozone hole (it was 
reported that last month the ozone layer over North 
American got thicker), let alone the Mormons on cold 
fusion. 
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Worse, honest scientific research has been 
perverted by our government, as Washington has become, 
more and more, a prudish totalitarian big brother. I 
refer, of course, to the Surgeon General's well-known, 
acknowledged, and notorious rigging of the research 
evidence on second-hand cigarette smoke. 

And so, the rightful place of the cigarette in the 
good life of Americans is being destroyed. When I was 
young, grateful and patriotic Americans on the Home 
Front sent cartons to our boys fighting overseas. A 
medic would place a soothing lighted Old Gold in the 
mouth of a wounded G.I. In the film of Louis 
Bromfield's The Rains Came George Brent and Myrna Loy 
smoked euphorically standing by the window in the 
dawn's early light after one of brother Allen's 
ecstatic musical interludes. (Incidentally, there was 
no need -- and the Hays Office saw to it that it wasn't 
-- to act out the rhapsody that had preceded the smoke; 
the cigarettes said it all.) Hostesses placed 
cigarettes on the cocktail tables. But this year I 
found a no smoking sign on a cocktail table in a 
friend's house; changing planes in Pittsburgh I found 
no provision in the terminal for cigarette-~mokers 
except in bars and restaurants; our own MUS1C Hall has 
condemned smokers to huddle outside in all sorts of 
weather. 
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Fortunate 
building where 
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happened to 
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rely on the taste of ~i~~lony conductors. They gave us 
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the newer excellences , Bartok and prokofieff. 
But nowadays entire c Mahler and Bruckner is 
being performed, wher ere~ofore their symphonies 
were recognized as be ' pty , meretricious, 
pretentious bombast are . 

Movies have got 
prostate. What Lew' 
show in an hour a nd 
least three. Reme 
double features of 
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few, a very few, 
minutes. 

Reading thro 
even though I st i 
old, I might be a 
as curmudgeonhood. 

And maybe I ' 
street. 

g, at least for my 
e and Billy Wilder could 

~ Lakes the current crop at 
_ =ast-moving Warner Brothers 
-? I am prepared to defend 

e With the Wind, and a 
need run longer than 90 

ve, it occurs to me that, 
to believe that 66 (now) is 
at interesting state known 

so be it. 

company here on East Fourth 

Herbert F. Curry 
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2 

Bibb Lettuce 

Lettuce farming is centuries old and probably 
began in Persia as early as 500 B.C. California leads 
the united states in lettuce production with about 70% 
of the country's commercial crop. other top lettuce 
growing states include Arizona, Florida, Colorado, and 
New York. Commercial lettuce farming, once popular in 
our tristate area, has now largely disappeared because 
of higher productivity in the previously noted areas. 
An exception is the thriving Kruempelman farm located 
in Northern Kentucky. I first became aware of this 
farm and its family in an unusual way. 

It was Sunday, December 28, 1986. The football 
games had just started. The time was exactly 1:37 p.m. 
The phone rang. 

"Hello". 

"Doctor?" 

"Yes." 

"My name is Mary Cather i ne Kruempelman. You don't 
know me." "My father is very sick. He's 78 years old. 
He's been s i ck with a cough and fever for longer than a 
week . Today he's mostly been asleep and not eating or 
drink i ng. When he does wake up, he isn't making any 
sense. Dr. Kumpe, my f ather's regular doctor for 
almost 40 years, has retired. He told us to call you 
if we thought anybody in the family was in real 
trouble. We're worried." 

Promptly arrangements were made for Mr. Henry 
Kruempelman to be admitted to the University Hospital. 
He was desperately ill with evidence of massive 
pneumonia, high fever, and dehydration. He recognized 
no one. A chest x-ray showed severe lobar pneumonia. 
A sputum sample showed evidence of staphylococcal 
infection, a very bad actor. with oxygen, intravenous 
fluids, and appropriate antibiotics, Mr. Kruempelman 
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rallied, an 
hospital iza1;i • 
surroundings. ~ arr 
early in the 
looked up. 

"Are you my 

"Yes, sir." 

"I was pretty s_ 

"Yes, sir." 

"Kumpe told e 
When can I go home? 

Shortly before 
began to find out a 
man and his life 's . 

"I'm a farmer. 

His weather
hands should have 
his farm is the laI _
Northern Kentucky 
gardens under c u 
specialty. 

y the fourth day of his 
ake edIt and became aware of his 
ed at hi s room on New Year's Day 

He was having breakfast. He 

d take care of me - thanks! 

' scharge several days later, I 
' t about this interesting 

e been for almost 70 years." 

thickly calloused 
: eaway. I've learned that 

i ning major truck farm in 
ly 10 acres of vegetable 

Bibb lettuce is his 

During the 
of other heal th 
medical attenti 
again became cr -
and later wi t 

__ - years Henry has had a number 
__ .~.-~~- , each requir i ng considerable 

~ gust of 1991, however, he 
.. 1, first with a failing heart 
e_ infected gall bladder 

requiring surge-~.. e s rvived both of these illnesses 
not necessar i :: ~ ........ u 5e of med ical and surgical skill, 
but in ma jor ca se of a will to continue to 
live. He v ' si . ' t e in my office less than a week 
after hi s ga surgery . He was frowning. Mary 
Catherine , acco panies him on his medical visits, 
sat on the - er s ide of the room shaking her head and 
smil ing. '~ndered what was on Henry's mind. 
Fina l y, e growled at me: 
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"I was only out in the field five hours today and 
I got tired and had to come back in. When am I going 
to get stronger?" 

Henry, a fourth generation Kruempelman farmer and 
one of 10 children born in the current farmhouse, was 
taken out of school at age 13 to begin a career as a 
full-time farmer. Now 86 years old, and despite major 
physical limitations, he continues to supervise all of 
the activities at the farm and still participates in 
some of the less strenuous farm chores. Each day he 
drives an old truck along the dirt roads of the farm in 
order to see first hand the progress of the crops in 
the fields. occasionally, he drives the truck to 
Cincinnati delivering an order to Castellini's, a 
wholesale fruit and vegetable merchant. 

Recently I have visited the Kruempelman farm on 
several occasions. At first I visited primarily to 
purchase tomatoes and corn. Later I visited the farm 
with no excuse except to chat with Henry, Mary 
catherine and other family members. 

From my house in Clifton it's a short trip south 
on I-75, across the bridge and up the hill to the Fort 
Wright exit. By turning right one arrives on the Dixie 
Highway. Approximately one mile north on the Dixie is 
the Kruempelman farm. This farm, of just over 25 
acres, has been in the Kruempelman family since 1869. 
The house faces the Dixie Highway, several hundred feet 
west. Behind the house are the barns, the cold frames, 
the greenhouses, and the fields. In the beginning, 
before 1900, the family did "genera l farming", raising 
fruit, chickens, cattle and, in add i tion, grew and sold 
vegetables . As the ground improved, more and more of 
the farm land was used for vegetable farming. The 
fruit trees were cut down. The chickens and the cattle 
were sold. The farming has been pretty much unchanged 
now for the last 20 or more years. 

During one of my visits I asked Henry to outline a 
t ypical work day. 
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"In the egan at 4:00 or 
4:30. It's j ' ght then. Usually 
I would be out in (harvesting) or 
planting before 5 s coo l and quiet at 
that time of day. for a cup of 
coffee at about 7 in the in a few minutes 
went right back out in t e __ So etimes I went 
down to a place called t e -r for my coffee 
and perhaps a little break! about 9:30 or 10:00 
I came in for a break , had a or two, and took 
a nap. The midday break c ~-~~~ about 2:00 or 
3:00. We never did any ha~ gad very little 
planting between 11 in the gad 2 or 3 in the 
afternoon. In the summer , ~ ere was work to do, we 
stayed in the field unt O ar. After the day's 
work, sometimes 18 hours , = co e in and get a 
good meal. In the winter - " f course , there's a 
little bit less to do , fare there's always 
something. " 

"We don't farm as 
Good help is hard t o ge
work is done by three 
Catherine. All o f 
It's better for t he 
to take to market 0 

year -- mostly bib 
and some produce 

". as we had in the past. 
eep. Most all of the 

-- including Mary 
~~~,~anting is done by hand. 

t ay. We still are able 
pounds of "greens" each 

e sell lots of plants 
back yard." 

' s ' t I inquired about the 
t e soil. My hope, at 

way to improve my rather 
He began --

'e rework our cold frames, 
greenhouses a 
truck loads , r 
brought in fro 
me, I thoug t. 

s g as uch as 20 to 25 dump 
y 00 c b ' c yards, of manure 
Latonia Race Track. Too much for 
bet on the horses and buy my bibb. 

My la~t vis' to the farm was on May 13, 1994. On 
this OccaS1on . cane in work clothes , having promised a 
day or t wo ear er to help out with some of the field 
work. Somewhat to y surprise I found that the spring 
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planting had been completed the day before. Henry was 
in the back yard, sitting under an old Maple tree .. 
"Coolest spot on the farm," he's told me several tlmes. 
Mary Catherine was tending the vegetable stand. I 
found a chair. I watched and listened for a~ hour or 
so. A steady stream of customers came by whl~e I was 
there purchasing the available plants and edlble 
prOdu~e. Most customers greeted the family members by 
name. Many asked questions about the plants and 
planting. Henry responded to each inquiry, sometimes 
in detail. "Plant the tomato stalks in a trench with 
the roots pointing east", he told one customer. "Don't 
put the tomatoes in the ground until May 15th". I 
didn't ask why, but took the advice. This year my 
tomato crop is my best ever. 

since I wasn't required to serve as a field hand, 
I borrowed Mary Catherine for a half hour while we 
explored the farm. 

Remnants of an orchard were still present in the 
farthest fields. In the hot beds were the thousands of 
plants available for purchase. Each plant appeared to 
be perfect. The greenhouses were filled with bibb 
lettuce, nearly ready for harvest. In the barn, as one 
might expect, were the tools necessary to run the farm. 
The stalls, occupied in the old days by horses and 
cows, were still present but now packed with a variety 
of mechanical devices. In a separate room in the back 
of the barn was the equipment from the early 1900's -
the plows, harness, the yokes no longer necessary or 
important to the operation of the farm but clear 
reminders of the past. 

All too soon my pager announced a call. I had to 
leave. As I was walking to my car, I turned to wave my 
last good-bye. Mary Catherine was down in the barn and 
nowhere in sight. Henry was in his chair under the 
Maple tree. His eyes were closed. He was wearing a 
long-sleeve shirt and a broad brimmed straw hat. I 
noticed again the gently smiling, weather beaten, 
tanned face. He seemed at perfect peace with himself 
and with nature. I asked him only if he ever 
considered selling the farm, a very valuable piece of 
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real estate s urr 
moving to another s 
family could resume 

otels and restaurants, and 
the road where he and his 

farci ng activities. without 
sapped back, "this is my a second's hesitat ion 

home." 

He's right. He s ever move. 

erbert C. Flessa, M.D. 

3 
o 

For the bene f ' 
to the cant of ins ' 
I am talking about. 

se present who are not wise 
shall first explain what 

A golf "hole" :.s p of real estate with a 
flat area at the beg~- ...... ;......;I''4. alled the "tee", and a 
close-cropped fla t . g area at the end, called 
the "green". Bet ,.ee;:: ee and the green is 
(probably) a mowed ... ed the "fairway", 
interspersed s aggy grass, pits full of 
sand, trees, water nner of impediments. 
Holes vary in le ~oo yards or so to 550 yards 
or so, although rare exceptions at either end 
of the scale. T actual hole of standard 
diameter in eac ed by a removable flag 
stick. 

A golf "c , so ca l ed, consists of one or 
more (usually --- . . s of ni ne holes each. "Course", 
of course, as d be quick to explain, is 
derived fro .... e La .... · curs sIt, meaning roughly the 
path over wh ' c so eth ing or someone moves or travels. 
The fact that curses and var ' ous expletives emanate 
from frustrated golfers at a pretty steady rate has 
nothing to do with t his ef ' ition . 
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The object of the game is to knock a small round 
ball of standard size from the tee at one end into the 
hole at the other end. Hence, by some mysterious 
logic, the strip of real estate has become known as a 
"hole". Makes sense, does it? The ball is propelled 
from tee to green by specialized clubs designed to hit 
the ball high, low, long, or short, as the situation 
seems to indicate. Once on the green the ball is 
steered into the hole by a specially specialized club 
call a "putter". This is known as "holing out", 
although "holing in" would seem more appropriate. It 
is mere coincidence that a "golf club" is either a tool 
of the trade or an association of people engaged in 
golfing or the place where they meet. (There is some 
pun about being "clubbable" here, but I can't quite get 
a grip on it.) 

Now where were we? Oh, yes, shooting one's age. 
It must be apparent that the more skillfully a golfer 
manipulates his ball, the fewer times he will have to 
hit it in order to hole out. Official scores are 
determined by the number of strokes at the ball that 
are required to hole out on eighteen consecutive holes. 
The totals tend to range from the low sixties (by a 
highly skilled player on his best days) to one hundred 
and twenty or more by the ultimate duffer. Naturally, 
higher or lower scores have been recorded, but they are 
highly unusual, especially since very high scores 
generally go unrecorded. I also forgot to explain that 
strokes are generally referred to as "shots" for 
reasons which you can readily deduce. Hence a golfer 
will refer to his scoring for eighteen holes as "I shot 
an eighty-five" or "I shot poorly today" or whatever. 

From all the above, it is obvious that very few 
people under 60 have ever recorded a score equal to 
their ages, although I am sure it must have been done. 
The pleasure and satisfaction of "shooting your age" is 
largely reserved to the geezers: Those round-bellied 
Justices and lean and slippered pantaloons evoked by 
Shakespeare's melancholy Jaques. 

Now geezer golfers, or should that be golfing 
geezers?, playa larger role in the world of golf. For 
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the most part their ga es are 0 dec ine , but they have 
more ti e, and, with the adve t of the mechanized golf 
cart, more opportunity to c t er p the golf course 
than many yo nger enbers. shooting your age" 
has beco e a atter of e ong the geezers. 

I guess 
dedicat ion to go f 
the Literary C 
don't reca 
club he be 0 

geezers , of 
groups, and 
was especia 
only member 
critical way. e 
90's, but As led · 
an admirable th ing 0 

into those golden years. 

' s dedication to 
"s age, although I 

e c aim. The country 
e t for seniors, or 

d is divided into age 
i s age group. This 

years, when he was the 
not say thi s in a 

severa players in their 
at age group and it is 

and wil ling to play golf 

Among the geezers , e p s it of age-shooting is 
somewhat akin to chasi 9 e Fo ntain of Youth or El 
Dorado: the goal is 0 - f -s ' ght but not quite out-of
mind. It is miles or years beyond the hope of getting 
a hole-in-one, which a of s geezers (not including 
the author) have achie e . 

On the other hand , s t ' ng one 's age can be 
translated, philosoph "ca y, Onto any number of things 
which geezers can reac 0 t for, and which can keep us 
on our toes. 

The pursuit of exce e ce in any field one might 
choose can, it seems to -e , eep one sharp. It can 
extend one's life, not j st as a vegetable or a couch 
potato, but as an ac~~ e - inker and doer with a lover 
of living. Hitting t e jack- pot with a good Literary 
Club paper makes one ope to do even better next time, 
even, you might say, ~o soot one's literary age. 

I have severa trie ds who have shot their ages; 
one has done it for three or four years in a row now, 
another does it frequently, and I have a few playing 



companions who may well do it before they put away 
their clubs. 

to say that I am not one of them, but 
I am sorry r shot a ho l e-in-one either, and I 

then I have neve l'k 1 goal 
still keep shooting for that un 1 e y . 

So: Geezerdom offers many in?entives tfo khee~'ng 
, 'g The equlvalent 0 s 00 1 
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going and eV7ntlml~0~~~y'fields as I said earlier. 
one's age eX1s,s t the only o~e chasing the Fountain 
Ponce de Leon 1S no l' t day he 

f Y th and I'll bet that if he were a 1ve 0 , 
~ouI~ube'out on the course still trying to shoot hlS 
age. 

Frank G. Davis 

THE TRUE RELATION OF ARTHUR (EPISODE THREE) 

October 3, 1994 James L. Elder 

Noo, ye will be rememberin' that I hae appeared 
before ye twice in an effort tae gie ye the true 
relation 0' my ancestor, Arthur, known to ye as King 
Arthur, which is an historical error as he was no a 
king. Gildas calls him a dux bellorum which is verra 
accurate and will be understood by those few 0' ye Who 
can speak the auncient Latin tongue . 

Ye will be rememberin' that the story 0' Arthur 
was told by himself to that monk named Gildas Who writ 
h is words doon in a wee black book which has been in 
the possession 0' my clan syne the middle 0' the 
twelfth century. Gildas tells 0' the birth 0' a male 
babby to a sonsie wench ane nicht in Auchencairn 
Castle. The father 0' the chiel, the Laird 0' 

~uchencairn, summat ashamed 0' his byblow, promptly 




